


















Unlocked redactions
Sensitive information redacted electronically from the documents below have not been locked.
This means that the redactions are capable of being removed and the sensitive information
revealed. We have identified the following documents which have unlocked redactions:

i. Her Time Counselling Records;
ii. Canberra Rape Crisis Centre Records;
iii. Ochre Medical Records (page 8 only);
iv. Medicare Report;
v. PBS Report;
vi. Consent to access iCloud;
vii. Consent to acquire data;
Defence copy of the brief
As you are aware, section 3.3 of the AFP/DPP Collaborate Agreement outlines that “The AFP will
provide briefs of evidence to the DPP.” Prosecution Policy section 4.4 then requires of the DPP,
that ‘in fulfilling our disclosure obligations, the prosecution must have regard to the protection of
the privacy of victims and other witnesses. The prosecution will not disclose the address or
telephone number of any person unless that information is relevant to a fact in issue and
disclosure is not likely to present a risk to the safety of any person.’
You have confirmed that contrary to the collaborative agreement, a copy of the brief of evidence
was served on the accused’s legal representatives by the AFP on 06 August 2021.
Can you please confirm that the above mentioned unlocked redactions were not in the
defence copy, and they could not be removed revealing the redacted material from those
documents?
Can you please confirm the address or telephone number of any person was not disclosed?
The Counselling Records from both “Her Time” and “Canberra Rape Crisis Centre” are
communications for counselling by a person against whom a sexual offence is alleged to have
been committed and are accordingly “Protected Confidences” within the definition section 79A
Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1991 making them subject to a general immunity from
disclosure under section 79D, requiring leave under s79E before being disclosed.
Can you please confirm that counselling records were not disclosed on defence without such
leave?
We also understand that a copy of the complainant’s evidence in chief interviews dated 24
February 2021 and 26 May 2021 were disclosed to the defence. As you would be aware, the
accused is entitled to a copy of the transcript of such recordings pursuant to s 53(2)(b) Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act (EMPA), however, the accused can only access the recording by
applying pursuant to ss54 and 55 EMPA.
Can you please confirm that the audio recordings of the evidence in chief interviews were not
disclosed to defence?
Further evidence
Please also be advised that the following items remain outstanding on the brief of evidence:
i. Audio visual copies of the complainant’s Evidence in Chief Interviews dated 24 February 2021

and 26 May 2021
ii. Police statements

1. Gareth Saunders
2. Jason McDevitt
3. Kristy

iii. Statements regarding complaint evidence
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